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PREFACE

The problem of "Shortest Connectivity" has a long and convoluted history.
Usually, the problem is linown as Steiner's Problem and it can be described
more precisely in the following way: Given a finite set of points in a metric
space, search for a network that connects these points with the shortest possible
length. This shortest network must be a tree and is called a Steiner Minimal
Tree (SNIT). It may contain vertices different from the points which are to be
connected. Such points are called Steiner points.
Steiner's Problem seems disarmingly simple. but it is rich with possibilities and
difficulties, even in the simplest case. the Euclidean plane. This is one of the
reasons that an enormous volume of literature has been published, starting in
the seventeenth century and continuing today.
Over the years Steiner's Problem has taken on an increasingly important role.
More and more real-life problems are given which use Steiner's Problem or one
of its relatives as an application, as a subproblem or as a model.
1717, will discuss the problem of "Shortest Connectivity" as a general approach
to investigate real structures in nature. We will see that this involves the
ident,ification of a combinatorial structure that requires the smallest number of
changes. It is often said that this principle abides by Ocliham's razor, according to which the best hypothesis is the one recluiring the smallest number of
assumptions.'
At first we mill give a,n overview of Steiner's Problem and its relatives as one of
the most interesting optimization problems in the intersection of colnbinatorics
and geometry. In this sense, the present book is an introduction to the theory
of "Shortest Connectivity". We mill see that Steiner's Problem is the core of
the so-called "Geometric Network Design Problems", where the general problem can be stated as follo~vs: given a configuration of vertices and/or edges,
find a network which contains these objects, satisfies sonie predetermined relRoughly speaking: Do not increase the number of entities without unnecessarity.
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quirernents, and which minimizes a given objective function that depends on
several distance measures.
Secondly, we will discuss a new challenge, namely t o create trees which reflect
the phylogeny, which is the evolutionary history of "living entities". For 3.5
billion years, since life on earth began, evolution has created a remarkable
variety of organisms. Millions of different species are alive today, while countless
have become extinct. To describe the evolution of these species is a fundamental
problem t h a t has been of interest a t least since Charles Darwin first proposed
the theory of evolution more exactly.
Trees are widely used to represent evolutionary relationships. In biology, for
example, the dominant view of t,he evolution of life is that all existing organisms
are derived from some common ancestor and that a new species arises by a
splitting of one population into two or more populations that not do not crossbreed, rather than by a mixing of two populations into one. The principle of
Maximum Parsimony involves the identification of a combinatorial structure
t h a t requires the sma,llest number of evolutionary changes. Note t h a t here,
minimizing the number of assumptions does not mean minimizing the steps of
a n evolution" it m e m s t h a t among all possible structures we seek one which
satisfies only one, and moreover a natural, condition.
We mill consider the problem of reconstruction of phylogenetic trees in our sense
of shortest connectivity. To do this we introduce the so-called Phylogenetic
spaces. These are metric spaces whose points are arbitrary words generated by
characters from some alphabet, and the metric measuring "similarity" of the
words is generated by a cost measure on the characters. The "central dogma"
will be: A phylogenetic tree is a n SMT in a desired chosen phylogenetic space.
In any case this topic contains many problems for further research.
The aim in this graduate-level text is to outline the key mathematical concepts
that underpin the important questions in applied mathematics. These concepts involve discrete mathematics (particularly graph theory), optimization;
computer science, and several ideas in biology.
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